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ALL FLEETS ARE UNIQUE 
AND SO IS OUR SOLUTION

FLEET SOLUTIONS

At S&G Response we understand the value of immediate triage and 
accident management; this includes deployment into the most suitable 
repair method, whether roadside repair or fixed site body shop.

We have the capability to repair light damage and ensure compliance on 
commercial vehicles of any size at the roadside; our mobile repairers 
operate nationwide.  On average we repair commercial vehicles at the 
roadside within four hours, minimising vehicle off road times and 
fulfilment delays. Our mobile repairs range from general body repairs 
such as roofs and floors, to larger scale repairs such as tail lift, winch, 
shutter door and curtains.

When mobile repair is not viable, our dedicated team works quickly with 
our established national network of audited bodyshops to book in your 
vehicle, ensuring your vehicle is road legal as soon as possible, minimising 
disruption and loss to your business.

We prioritise onward transportation of goods separately to the repair 
management of your commercial fleet vehicles to ensure you consistently 
deliver on your client SLAs. We can have your customer’s assets 
transported to another suitable vehicle and en route to their destination 
within four hours. To ensure your driver remains mobile, if required we can 
deliver a suitable replacement vehicle.
 
Our communication strategy in handling third party intervention enables 
significant costs savings through the utilisation of our expert supply chain 
over other excessively expensive repairers. Where a third party is at fault 
we can mitigate costs by directly recovering claims costs from their 
insurer.

Through our proactive approach to third party intervention we provide a 
property repair solution that is cost managed and offers the best 
obtainable rates thanks to our well established property repair network. 
We consider it critical for our property damage supply chain members to 
possess an in depth understanding of buildings, their materials and 
common defects in order to better manage claims spend.
 

BENEFITS

24 Hours, 365 Days 

Cost mitigation and control  

Intelligent triage management

Nationwide recovery  

Down time management

Roadside repair within 4 hours  

Central invoicing    

Total loss settlement

Third party intervention

Management information

To find out how S&G Response’s commercial fleet solutions can 
aid your client proposition, call or email our commercial team.

GET IN TOUCH

01625 416 817

commercialteam@sandgresponse.co.uk


